UK consumer attitudes, beliefs and barriers to increasing fruit and vegetable consumption
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Abstract

Objectives: To assess attitudes, predictors of intention, and identify perceived barriers to increasing fruit and vegetable (F&V) intakes.

Design: UK nationwide postal survey utilizing the theory of planned behaviour.

Subjects: Stratified (by social class and region) random sample of 2020 UK adults providing a modest response rate of 37% (n = 741).

Results: Belief measures (e.g. health, cost, taste, etc.) were strongly associated with overall attitudes which were reported as being largely favourable towards fruit, vegetables and, to a lesser extent, vegetable dishes, and were strongly associated with reported intention to increase consumption. Subjects reported they could increase their consumption, but this was only weakly associated with intention to do so. Approximately 50% of respondents reported an intention to increase; however, scores indicated low perceived social pressure to change. Evidence of unrealistic optimism concerning perceived intakes and the perceived high cost of fruit may also act as barriers.

Conclusions: Results from this study suggest a lack of perceived social pressure to increase F&V intakes and suggests that public health efforts require stronger and broader health messages that incorporate consumer awareness of low present consumption.

A diet rich in fruit and vegetables (F&V) has many health benefits¹². Epidemiological³,⁴, clinical⁵ and biochemical studies have demonstrated the benefits of the nutrient and non-nutrient⁶ constituents of F&V. Recommended dietary F&V intake is at least 400 g per person per day⁷,⁸, which has been translated into a minimum of 5 or 6 portions (each of approximately 80 g) per day⁹. Large-scale public health campaigns are promoting 5-F&V-portions-a-day in the USA¹⁰,¹¹ and in the UK, health educators¹²,¹³, producers¹⁴ and several large food retailers have been involved in 5-a-day promotions.

Average F&V (excluding potatoes) intakes in the UK are approximately 244 g (about 3 portions) per person per day¹⁵. Trends from the UK National Food Survey (NFS) recorded only a slight increase in F&V quantity purchased between 1990 and 1994¹⁶. When NFS data were adjusted for edible portions, the average consumption remained approximately 3 portions per person per day with significant sections of the population, especially in lower income and manual occupations, consuming considerably less (C Williams & M Marmot, 1995, unpublished data). In Scotland, average F&V intake has been estimated at only 2.4 portions per day¹⁷.

The present study sought to identify relevant beliefs and attitudes of the UK population towards increasing F&V that may act as barriers to the implementation of current health messages and expanded upon issues raised by some of the present authors (Anderson and Lean) in an earlier study¹⁸ in Scotland. Reported here is the first part of a larger study that ultimately seeks to identify strategies enabling UK consumers to increase their F&V consumption successfully.

UK definitions of F&V items¹⁹ were adopted, specifically including vegetable dishes of Mediterranean and Asian origin (which may act as an important medium for increased consumption) and pure unsweetened fruit juice. Potatoes, other tubers and fruit-flavoured products were excluded in line with UK 5-a-day messages¹⁰,¹¹,¹² which view the main nutritional and culinary function of potatoes in the UK diet as a source of starch¹⁹. This paper describes initial results of the whole sample and individuals categorized by self-reported fruit, vegetable, and total F&V consumption.
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Methodology

Subject recruitment and contact
A stratified random sample of 2020 adults (18, 85 years), derived from the 1991 Census of all UK households (CACI Information Services, London). The expected response rate of = 50% was intended to be representative of the UK population providing sufficient power to allow comparison between selected population subgroups (sex, social class, region). The sample was stratified by social class (of head of household) according to region but weighted towards both Scotland and unskilled manual workers because of a specific interest in the former and to offset poor response rates predicted from the latter, and excluded persons living in institutions. Potential subjects were sent a postcard advising them of the purpose and imminent arrival of the questionnaire (September 1994). To maximize returns, questionnaire packets included a pen and postage-paid return envelope, followed by two reminder/thank you letters.

Questionnaire design
The final questionnaire* was in four parts, and developed following face-to-face interviews (n = 30) and postal pre-testing of draft versions (n = 50). These subjects provided both open comments and responses to structured questions on clarity, comprehension and ease of use but their responses were excluded from the analysis reported below.

Part 1 was comprised of questions on attitudes, beliefs, and outcome evaluations based upon the theory of planned behaviour (TPB\textsuperscript{20}). The methodology (see below for a more detailed description of TPB) and questions on beliefs were adapted from a similar approach used in a study of attitudes and beliefs about weight control, ease of preparation and cooking, family preference, motivation, and fitting into eating habits. These were scored on a 7-point scale from extremely low (1), through neutral (0), to extremely high (7). Examples of all questions are given in Appendix 1.

The second part of the questionnaire elicited self-reported frequency of intake of 116 named fruits and vegetables with defined portion sizes in the form of discrete items, e.g. two plums, or household measures familiar to UK consumers, for example two serving spoons of broccoli, equating to approximately 80 g\textsuperscript{24}, with additional blank fields for products not listed. Respondents entered the number of occasions they consumed fresh, frozen, dried and canned forms of fruit, vegetables and vegetable dishes daily, weekly, monthly or yearly, or rarely/never in the preceding year. The reported frequencies of all items were summed and the total was converted to portions per day.

The third part of the questionnaire consisted of perceived appropriateness\textsuperscript{25} (uses and situations) of five items: fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, frozen vegetables, fruit juice and vegetable dishes but is not reported here. The final section asked for a wide range of sociodemographic data.

Analysis
Responses were analysed using SPSS statistical software (SPSS for Windows v.6.1; SPSS Inc., Chicago, 1993). Reported intakes of F&V, as standard portions per day, were used to calculate thirds of the distribution with which subjects were categorized as high, medium and low consumers of vegetables, fruit, vegetable dishes and total F&V (see Table 3). Data were analysed for descriptive means and frequencies, and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (using a least significant difference test for post-hoc comparisons) was used to examine differences in attitudes, subjective norm and...
perceived control between high, medium and low consumers. To test scores for significant differences from neutral, t-tests were used. The 11 belief evaluation items were tested for reliability as intercorrelated items using Cronbach's alpha.

Both simple and hierarchical regression analysis were performed on components of the TPB model; first, the sum of belief evaluation against overall attitudes analysed separately (simple regression analysis: independent variables Σ belief evaluations, with attitudes as the dependent variable); and second, entering attitude and subjective norms at the first stage and perceived control at the second stage (the latter to account for any additional variance explained) to identify their relative importance for predicting intention to increase consumption of fruit, vegetables and vegetable dishes (hierarchical regression analysis: independent variables attitudes, subjective norms and perceived control, with intention as dependent variable).

Results

Respondent characteristics

Of the 2020 addresses sampled, 24 were found to have 'moved away' or deceased, giving a sample of 1996, from which 37% (n=741) responded with complete, usable questionnaires. Table 1 shows the profile of the sample subjects compared to the UK population. Almost 98% described themselves as white or European with only 2% black or Asian (population = 5%). Despite weighting the sample towards lower social classes an element of self-selection resulted in this sector of the population being under-represented. Over-sampling Scotland was deliberate as this region is thought to have particularly low F&V consumption. Analysis of regional groupings did not reveal any significant overall differences between regions although some differences were seen within regions between sociodemographic groups. These further regional analyses will be reported elsewhere. The modest response rate negated stratification, yielding a convenience sample.

Belief evaluations

The 11 belief and corresponding outcome evaluation questions are presented in Table 2, and reveal high positive scores for taste, health, nutritional value and family liking, especially for fruit and vegetables. Vegetable dishes scored lower generally, whilst fruit scores very low for 'inexpensive' and 'filling'; i.e. suggesting some respondents considered fruit to be expensive and not very filling. Observations on the distributions of the crude belief scores confirmed that negative beliefs (scored −1 to −3) were particularly notable for fruit with regard to cost (31% of the sample) and satiety (28% of the sample). Cost also scored as a negative factor for almost a quarter of respondents (23%) for vegetable dishes. The significant differences between many of the values suggest that these foods are perceived to have differing attributes, although the various belief statements were scored in a similar relative order.

F&V frequency questionnaire

Each third was determined by the distributions of each foods' reported consumption and the total combined F&V reported consumption. The mean (SD) reported portion intakes for low, medium and high thirds were, for fruit: 0.96 (0.47), 2.33 (0.47), and 4.46 (1.1); for vegetables: 1.61 (0.6), 3.39 (0.47) and 5.99 (1.4); for vegetable dishes 0.28 (0.15), 0.67 (0.15) and 1.39 (0.47); and for total F&V 3.63 (1.2), 6.72 (0.8) and 11.27 (3.5), respectively, and were much higher than expected. All mean scores for attitude, intention, perceived control and subjective norm (Table 3) were positive and significantly different from the mid-point of the scales (P < 0.05), with the single exception of subjective norm (social pressure) to increase vegetable dishes (i.e. there was no perceived social pressure to increase consumption of these foods). For all foods, mean scores for subjective norm were very close to the mid-point, suggesting very little social pressure to increase consumption. Comparison of scores by thirds of consumption (see Table 3) indicates that higher

![Table 1 Profile of subjects completing the questionnaire (n = 741, 37% response rate)](https://doi.org/10.1079/PHN19980009)
Table 2 Mean (SD) belief evaluation scores for increasing fruit, vegetables and vegetable dishes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief statement</th>
<th>Fruits mean (SD) scores</th>
<th>Vegetables mean (SD) scores</th>
<th>Vegetable dishes mean (SD) scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like the taste of fruit</td>
<td>13.90 (7.49)</td>
<td>13.48 (7.80)</td>
<td>11.73 (8.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect my health</td>
<td>12.24 (7.52)</td>
<td>12.64 (7.49)</td>
<td>9.09 (8.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase my nutrient intake</td>
<td>11.56 (7.55)</td>
<td>12.27 (7.25)</td>
<td>9.64 (8.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family like</td>
<td>11.44 (8.48)</td>
<td>11.25 (8.42)</td>
<td>9.14 (8.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit into eating habits</td>
<td>9.46 (8.40)</td>
<td>9.66 (8.15)</td>
<td>7.19 (9.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful in weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>9.17 (8.46)</td>
<td>9.76 (8.35)</td>
<td>6.63 (8.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to prepare</td>
<td>8.65 (7.84)</td>
<td>9.53 (7.62)</td>
<td>7.62 (7.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not boring*</td>
<td>8.17 (8.39)</td>
<td>7.20 (8.84)</td>
<td>6.15 (8.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to chew and digest</td>
<td>6.86 (8.47)</td>
<td>8.11 (7.96)</td>
<td>7.36 (7.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling</td>
<td>3.05 (8.75)</td>
<td>8.28 (7.96)</td>
<td>8.76 (7.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexpensive</td>
<td>2.75 (9.20)</td>
<td>6.53 (8.36)</td>
<td>4.26 (8.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Row values all significantly different (P < 0.05) except as noted*.

*Originally phrased 'I find boring', reported scores have been reversed.

Values not sharing a common letter (ab) are significantly different among consumption groups for food and model components with significant overall ratio:

- P < 0.05
- **P < 0.01
- ***P < 0.001

Scores followed by x indicates not significantly different from the neutral mid-point of the scale (0).

Consumption related to more favourable attitudes, particularly for vegetable dishes. Intention did not differ across consumption thirds for fruit, nor between low and middle thirds for vegetable dishes, but was lowest for middle consumers of vegetables. Perceived control (ability to increase) and subjective norms did not differ by consumption group for any of the three foods.

Large proportions (%) of respondents reported positive attitude scores (+1 to +3) towards increasing fruit (78%), vegetables (77%) and, to a slightly lesser extent, vegetable dishes (65%). Similarly positive scores for perceived control were high for fruit (68%), vegetables (69%) and vegetable dishes (65%). Furthermore, intention to increase consumption was expressed by large proportions of the sample for fruit (60%), vegetables (57%) and vegetable dishes (44%). The internal consistency of the 11 belief evaluation items measured by Cronbach's alpha was high for all three foods and were, for fruit 0.78, vegetables 0.84 and vegetable dishes 0.87.

Multiple regression analyses amongst components of the TPB model for the whole sample (Table 4) reveals that belief evaluations were significantly associated with overall attitudes; overall attitudes predicted reported intention to increase consumption; and subjective norm (social pressure) was related to reported intention. However, despite low mean values for subjective norm (see Table 3) this item substantially adds to R² beyond attitudes. Although significant, associations between perceived control (perceived ability to increase consumption) and intention were much weaker, especially for fruit. Belief evaluations and overall attitudes were particularly important towards vegetable dishes.

The data (Table 5) on perceived intakes (relative to other people of the same age and sex) indicate a reasonable level of relative agreement between perceived intakes and reported consumption; however, there is clearly an upward shift in the absolute level of perceived intakes. Regardless of current intake, the majority of respondents see themselves as consuming more fruits and vegetables than the average person. Table 5 indicates that many individuals in the lower intake categories for fruits and vegetables perceived themselves as having high intakes. This may be important, as Table 6 shows that fewer than half of

Table 3 Mean (SD) scores, ANOVA F-ratios and significance levels for thirds of total F&V consumption (low, medium and high) for components of the TPB model for increasing consumption of fruit, vegetables and vegetable dishes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food and model component</th>
<th>Total sample (n = 741) mean (SD) score</th>
<th>Low third (n = 247) mean (SD) score</th>
<th>Medium third (n = 247) mean (SD) score</th>
<th>High third (n = 247) mean (SD) score</th>
<th>F-ratio and significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>0.82 (1.43)</td>
<td>0.87 (1.40)</td>
<td>0.72 (1.44)</td>
<td>0.85 (1.47)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>1.48 (1.37)</td>
<td>1.33 (1.41)</td>
<td>1.41 (1.32)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.30)</td>
<td>3.9**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived control</td>
<td>1.22 (1.60)</td>
<td>1.17 (1.62)</td>
<td>1.16 (1.62)</td>
<td>1.34 (1.52)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norm</td>
<td>0.35 (1.73)</td>
<td>0.49 (1.67)</td>
<td>0.27 (1.76)</td>
<td>0.27 (1.63)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>0.73 (1.48)</td>
<td>0.78 (1.48)</td>
<td>0.56 (1.51)</td>
<td>0.86 (1.42)</td>
<td>2.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>1.47 (1.36)</td>
<td>1.37 (1.38)</td>
<td>1.35 (1.37)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.39)</td>
<td>4.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived control</td>
<td>1.24 (1.58)</td>
<td>1.23 (1.59)</td>
<td>1.17 (1.62)</td>
<td>1.34 (1.58)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norm</td>
<td>0.32 (1.73)</td>
<td>0.44 (1.68)</td>
<td>0.23 (1.75)</td>
<td>0.26 (1.76)</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable dishes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>0.36 (1.53)</td>
<td>0.32 (1.58)</td>
<td>0.13 (1.52)</td>
<td>0.65 (1.47)</td>
<td>6.7**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>0.98 (1.53)</td>
<td>0.86 (1.61)</td>
<td>0.78 (1.50)</td>
<td>1.31 (1.45)</td>
<td>8.2***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived control</td>
<td>0.83 (1.64)</td>
<td>0.74 (1.74)</td>
<td>0.78 (1.63)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.56)</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norm</td>
<td>0.13a (1.65)</td>
<td>0.25a (1.62)</td>
<td>0.02x (1.69)</td>
<td>0.10x (1.63)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possible ranges for the means are −3 to +3.

Values not sharing a common letter (ab) are significantly different among consumption groups for food and model components with significant overall ratio:

- *P < 0.05
- **P < 0.01
- ***P < 0.001

Scores followed by x indicates not significantly different from the neutral mid-point of the scale (0).
those who perceived their intake as high, not surprisingly, felt they needed to increase their intakes.

**Discussion**

The TPB model reported here, as in similar studies of dietary change, identified predictors of intention to increase F&V consumption. Attitudes and subjective norm were particularly important, but the latter did not score highly as an important influence on individuals. The importance of attitudes to future increased F&V intake is consistent with another study on changing to 'healthier eating' but contrasts with a 'reducing fat' study which found subjective norm to be more important with regard to this more high profile dietary change.

It is apparent that the intention scores do not represent perfect linear relationships between present estimated consumption and intention to increase intakes. The significantly lower intention score for increasing vegetable intakes for medium third consumers (see Table 4) relative to high and low thirds may reflect particular complacency amongst these consumers who feel their intakes are already high. In contrast, the high intention and attitude scores reported by the highest third of consumers may be reflective of knowledgeable individuals with generally greater interest in attaining and maintaining healthy lifestyle behaviours. Intention has been demonstrated to be an important factor in behavioural (dietary) change in this and other studies but may only represent a desire to eat differently and may not translate into actual behavioural change. A recent study used a health belief model to contrast positive attitudes towards F&V with barriers, and found that perceived barriers accounted for the largest component of variability in actual F&V consumption. Similarly, and also in contrast to our study findings, a Dutch study which included modified components of the TPB model, found that self-efficacy (similar in construct to perceived control) explained the greatest variance in the intention to increase intakes of F&V. Differences may relate both to the samples and the specific phrasing of the question(s), or the perceived ability to increase intakes reported by respondents in this study may be related to optimistic bias, i.e. respondents felt over-confident about their ability to increase.

Recent studies on F&V and fat and fibre have also suggested that ‘stage of change’ (pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action or maintenance of a particular behaviour) may be an important factor in determining which psychosocial factor may be important for particular subgroups. Whilst we had no

---

**Table 4** Results of correlation and simple and hierarchical regression analyses between psychosocial components of the TPB model and intention to increase intakes of fruit, vegetables and vegetable dishes for the whole sample (n = 741)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foods</th>
<th>Simplea</th>
<th>Stepwiseb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Σ belief evaluations Step 1: attitudes</td>
<td>Step 1: subject norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>R²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td>0.38***</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable dishes</td>
<td>0.45***</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Simple regression analysis: independent variables Σ belief evaluations, with attitudes as the dependent variable.

**Table 5** Perceived fruit and vegetable intake scores ‘compared to the average person’ by third of reported fruit or vegetable intake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reported intake (food frequency) by thirds</th>
<th>Perceived intake score</th>
<th>Perceived intake category (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Low</td>
<td>4.23a (1.50)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.53b (1.33)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>4.75c (1.41)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables Low</td>
<td>4.36a (1.45)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.63b (1.30)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>5.12c (1.32)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Perceived intake score categories: low: score < 4; medium (neither high nor low): score = 4; high: score > 4. Mean scores are all significantly different from each other (P < 0.05) and above the mid-point of the scale.
such measure in this study, it is possible that such an additional measure could have been useful.

Potential barriers to increased consumption were identified in this study. There appears to be a perception by a substantial proportion of the sample that both fruit, and to a lesser extent vegetable dishes, are expensive. This is consistent with both Scottish and American studies. Historically high fruit prices, combined with the perception that fruit was not seen as filling and therefore poor value for money, may create the perception that fruit is expensive, and may be independent of the low incomes of some consumers. However, the real cost of fruit in the UK has recently fallen. Vegetable dishes do not (yet) seem to be highly promising as a vehicle for increased consumption. It appears that family influences (see Table 2) shape attitudes towards F&V, suggesting that educational messages should accommodate the whole family rather than individuals.

Another important barrier seemed to be a general lack of social pressure to increase consumption, suggesting that consumers may not (yet) be aware of health messages to increase F&V or that these messages are not effective. This may be related to the perception that many regard their present consumption to be greater than average, regardless of actual intake (see Table 5) and, as intention to increase is related to present consumption (see Table 6), they may lack the motivation to increase. Those in the lowest third of intakes generated responses above the scale mid-point for intakes ‘in comparison to an average person’. Such optimistic bias has been described by researchers studying various behaviours including eating and risk of disease. These studies noted that underestimation of ‘unhealthy’ foods tends to be associated with overestimations of ‘healthy’ foods, for example F&V. An F&V study in The Netherlands, reaching similar conclusions, suggested that nutrition education should first focus on raising awareness of present consumption. In previous work, Scottish consumers were found to be complacent about their consumption regardless of their intake. A qualitative study found that Dutch consumers lacked both awareness of recommended intakes and specific health benefits, concluding that specific, high profile health messages were needed.

### Study limitations

Measuring subjective norm by only one measure (‘people who are important to you...’), did not refer directly to any specific ‘5-a-day’ or other public health messages, and perhaps future work should include evaluation of such campaigns.

There may be an element of self-selection in the respondent sample. The moderate response rate (37%) may have consisted of those that had a particular interest in F&V therefore caution should be exercised in attributing the results as reflecting the attitudes of the whole UK population. A telephone follow-up of non-respondents to a postal survey of medical practitioners claimed that significant differences between the two samples could be attributed to the specific interest in the subject matter by the postal respondents. Response bias also skewed our sample somewhat towards higher social classes and this may have raised some overall group means. Improved response rates could, in future, be achieved through reducing the number of questions (the questionnaire took approximately 40 min to complete), providing incentives in the form of charitable donations or prize draw entry or, ideally, re-sampling until an appropriate stratified sample was achieved.

There may also have been an element of positive response bias due to the phrasing of the questions. However, there was evidence of positive responses to outcome evaluation items that were phrased negatively (‘I find boring’) and negative responses to positive items (‘inexpensive’). Considerable care was taken in phrasing the questions in response to both feedback from the pre-testing and for comparison with previous studies. Furthermore, caution should be exercised in interpreting these self-report data in respect to social desirability of eating more F&V. The problem of positive response bias may, in future studies, be ameliorated by incorporating such ‘desirable behaviour’ amongst other unrelated topics in ‘omnibus’ questionnaires.

The mean portions per day were much higher than known per capita intakes. Overestimation may have occurred because of the method adopted. A comparison of three large-scale American F&V frequency questionnaires concluded that there was a positive relationship between the number of items listed and recall. Furthermore, summing responses to all individual fruits and vegetables (as we have done) in contrast to asking simple questions on the number of servings per day gave much higher and less reasonable results. On this basis the sample is unlikely to consist of high F&V consumers but rather the method itself is flawed. If consumers are subdivided by class and region then trends in consumption from our data match the expected trends. For example, our study found that reported consumption amongst manual occupations was lower.
Increasing fruit and vegetable consumption

than that of non-manual occupations, and that mean Scottish consumption was lower than that in southern England. Overestimates probably do not reflect season, due to high rates of importation, particularly of fruit\textsuperscript{23}, and neither American\textsuperscript{23} or Dutch\textsuperscript{49} studies have found seasonal effects on consumption. Thus, we acknowledge that our methodology greatly overestimated absolute consumption and that other methods should be adopted in the future.

Conclusions

The present results show that UK consumers report generally positive attitudes to increasing F&V consumption. The TPB model proved to be a useful predictor of intention with attitudes as the most important factor with all three foods. Perceived social pressure was positive, but low in absolute value. Cost was a negative factor for almost a third of respondents with regard to fruit and almost a quarter of respondents with regard to vegetable dishes. The low level of social pressure coupled with over-optimistic perceptions of current consumption suggest that more dietary change might occur if people were informed as to how little they presently eat and if there were clear definitions of what is meant by 5 portions. Efforts of producers and retailers to promote fruit and vegetable dishes as value for money could also make a positive contribution to dietary change.
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Appendix 1: Examples of the theory of planned behaviour questions

1 An example of an intention question:
   Please indicate if you agree or disagree with the following ‘I intend to eat more’.
   (a) Fruit in the next year, etc.

2 An example of an attitude question:
   ‘My attitude towards increasing the amount of…’
   (a) Fruit I eat, etc.

3 An example of a subjective norm question:
   Please indicate if you agree or disagree with the following: ‘People who are important to me think I should increase the amount of…’
   (a) Fruit I eat, etc.

4 An example of a perceived control question:
   ‘For me to increase the amount of…’
   (a) Fruit I eat, etc.

5 An example of a belief question:
   ‘Increasing the amount of fruit I eat means choosing foods which…’
   (a) protect my health
   (b) are inexpensive
   (c) are filling

6 An example of a corresponding evaluation question:
   ‘Choosing foods which…’
   (a) protect my health
   (b) are inexpensive
   (c) are filling.